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Appendix 2 (as submitted by the authors): Initial framework to explain cognitive and contextual barriers 
to evidence-based diagnosis of PE. 

1. Expectation to consider dangerous diagnoses whether or not there is a high pretest probability
Gestalt overrides clinical decision rules and D-dimer  
Over reliance on CT imaging 
Language for pretest probability is used (high-risk for PE) instead of stating this is a serious but 
unlikely diagnosis 
Urgency of rule out is confused with likelihood of the diagnosis 
Reluctance to think there may be no diagnosis  
Common use of ‘rule out’ rather than ‘rule in’ 
Encouraged to over-investigate for PE (no other diagnosis/ unexplained tachycardia/ unstable 
patient) 

2. Avoiding internal conflict by over-testing for PE
Diagnosing PE is a complex process compared to other conditions 
Difficulty knowing when risk is high enough to test for PE, therefore test if tachycardic, unstable 
or no other diagnosis 
Lack of comfort with undiagnosed chest pain, without PE testing 
D-dimer has low specificity which could lead to CT scanning patient with very low pretest
probability
Difficulty knowing when to assign 3.0 points for PE most likely diagnosis
Discomfort when Wells score and D-dimer do not match
Discomfort when gestalt pretest probability disagrees with Wells score

3. Pressure to rule PE in or out within a tight time period: important for patient flow
Wells score is not an endpoint 
PERC is an endpoint and therefore improves flow 
D-dimer takes time and delays the CT scan
Skipping steps might reduce time
Cognizant of patient flow through ED
If department busy, will not order D-dimer
CT is easy to order 24 hours a day
VQ is difficult to get

4. Comfort with skipping evidence-based diagnostic steps
No other diagnosis triggers PE testing, makes gestalt high (rather than contributing 3 points to 
Wells) = need CT scan 
Not changing evidence-based practice over time, so 3 points = cannot order D-dimer and needs 
CT scan 
Any PE risk factors = high gestalt = imaging 
Confidence in Gestalt  
Since Gestalt trumps Wells score, then defaults to Gestalt 
Sees no value in Wells or D-dimer when Gestalt is high 
Trouble knowing where each clinical decision rule fits 
D-dimer is for specialists
Thrombosis physician advises to do CT if there is any doubt



Clinical decision rules do not apply to every patient 

5. Inherent Wells score problems
Useful primarily for teaching 
Takes longer to calculate the Wells score than to use Gestalt 
Wells score leads to further testing  
Wells score pathway is more complex 
Wells and PERC are difficult to remember 
No internet access for mobile device 
Wells and PERC are not validated 
Wells score is good practice but not really for using 
The Wells score is not for every patient 

6. Clinical decision rules are used mainly to rule out PE
Confidence in CT scan 
Documents PERC as legal evidence that PE ruled out 
Lack of confidence explaining why PE ruled out without a scan 


